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Simple Governance Solutions for
Complex Governance Challenges

Integrated Programme Management

From the conception of an idea, through the promotion of demand, to the realisation of 
benefits and orchestration of all the important elements of governance and forecasting in 
between, PRIMED was created with reporting efficiency and transparency at its heart.

PRIMED engenders a structured approach, whilst promoting collaboration and whatever 
the programme involves, enables all the many interrelated variables to be aggregated, 
tracked and monitored in unity throughout a programme's lifecycle.

for Integrated Programme Management

PRIMED helps companies deliver with agility, govern with transparency, prioritise with certainty and in a world of
change, where change is the only constant, lay down a platform upon which to pivot and respond quickly with
confidence.

PRIMED for Programme Insight and Governance

PRIMED captures all the information required to maintain a complete aggregated
picture of the current and forecasted financial and strategic impact of change, and
at  the  same  time tracks  the  key  dependencies  and  granular  detail  required  to
maintain a clear understanding of a programme's health.

Demand Management

PRIMED captures all  the information required to maintain a complete aggregated picture of  the current  and
forecasted financial and strategic impact of change, and at the same time tracks the key dependencies and
granular detail required to maintain a clear understanding of a programme's health.

Supporting a disciplined and objective approach to the surfacing and promotion of demand, PRIMED breaks
down the qualification  process into discrete  stages,  for  which minimum requirements can be set  before the
opportunity is allowed to move forward in the process. 

PRIMED enables stakeholders to converse within the platform to validate and qualify the merit of an opportunity
using a consistent dimension based scoring methodology. 

The result is an efficient and transparent process for which only viable projects with the greatest potential benefit,
and  with  all  the  necessary  information  required  for  ongoing  governance,  attract  the  necessary  focus  and
investment. 
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Integrated Resource Management

Integrated  resource  management  facilitates  efficient  budgeting,  dynamic
prioritisation, cost analysis and resource balancing. Supporting different rate cards
and with the ability to track resources by skill,  type or geography it  can operate
discretely or in conjunction with other resource management platforms.

Scenario Planning

Scenario Planning enables the dynamic impact assessment of different plan designs
at the same time as providing the ability to dynamically re-forecast costs, benefits
and strategic impacts as timescales move and new information becomes available.

for Integrated Programme Management

Reporting

Information can be reported in the context of Strategy, Line of Business, Territory or a multitude of other variables, 
to enable a clear picture of progress to be derived from multiple perspectives and at different levels of granularity 
from the same single data set.

Organisational Context

PRIMED captures organisational structure and accountability enabling each stakeholder to access only information 
relevant to them. A RACI framework records information about key responsibilities for projects, programmes, 
assets, processes, contracts, policy and regulation to improve governance and promote better collaboration.

Risks and Remediation Management

Importantly, risks are always reported by type and severity, in a structured format with the detail of their 
programmatic and business context. This enables all relevant parties to maintain a clear view of how a risk might 
relate to other elements of the programme and for stakeholders to remain informed and engaged in the process of 
remediation.

Asset Management

PRIMED captures critical detail about assets, the plans and contracts that are associated with them, the 
organisation that they belong to and any critical regulations that may apply.

With PRIMED, you can

• Map your oversight 
• See the 

convergence points
• Rationalise and 

Automate 

Document Management

Documents  can  be  uploaded  or  attached  to  many  different  elements  within
PRIMED; which can be helpful  when plans,  photographs,  diagrams or contracts
need to be appropriately shared.


